PCC Software ICD-10 To Do List

This checklist is offered as a last minute reference for verifying that the preparations and considerations you can apply to PCC software were attended to.

**Partner**

Config:
- Charge Screens
  - csedit
- Encounter Forms
  - waffle
  - prenc
- Snap Codes
  - ted
- Table#30
- Claim Batches - *only for non-HIPAA compliant payers or those who will NOT accept ICD-10's on time*
  - ced
  - ted
  - Table 29
- srs – Diagnosis Reports
- recaller – Diagnosis
- recalls

**Heads Up:**
- notjane
  - Major diagnoses and allergies not auto updating
  - ecsreports – Pay close attention

**PCC EHR**

Config:
- Diagnosis Mapping
- Diagnosis Configuration *(Favorites)*
- Billing Configuration
- Order Mapping
- Billing Configuration
- Protocols
- Diagnoses

**Heads Up:**
- Default Diagnoses
- Disabled
- Growth Charts
- Practice Preferences - *ICD-10 references CDC percentiles only*